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INTRODUCTION
We are now living in an age of information, where it is no longer a challenge to find  

reports, opinions and data on the latest trends and technologies. Rather, the challenge  

today is deciphering which information is the quality data worth paying attention to.  

We need to be more selective of what research to use as the determining factors behind 

our next strategic business moves. 

 

For this reason, HFTP has taken steps to build and support research initiatives that provide 

industry resources backed by its global network. When Hospitality Net approached HFTP 

to partner with them on the HN Sentiment Survey Report, it presented an opportune  

project to capture the pulse of the industry. The concept was to center the survey at HITEC  

Minneapolis, where thousands of hospitality experts from multiple segments and levels 

of expertise gather annually. This provided direct access to professionals who think  

and consider the ins and outs of technology in the hospitality environment – where it is  

at and where it is going. And from there, Hospitality Net extended the survey’s reach by  

soliciting responses from a global community of hospitality-connected individuals,  

resulting in 500+ responses. 
 

This report is an important foundation for what is planned to be a continuing 
research project. Over the years, the trends illustrated in the report will 
help hoteliers make realistic, informed decisions. 
 
HFTP and Hospitality Net want to thank participating partners Shijii, EHL and Puzzle 

Partner. By working together our organizations will continue to provide the hospitality 

industry with the material needed to respond to developing trends and practices.

Hospitality Net

Founder & CEO

HENRI ROELINGS
HFTP

CEO & Speaker

FRANK WOLFE
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Sentiment Survey Reveals What’s Driving  
Guest Experience and Hospitality Technology  
Decisions In 2020
Hospitality Net™ and HFTP Foundation are proud to present the inaugural edition of  

the Hospitality Technology Sentiment Survey, an initiative aimed at exploring the technology 

priorities of hotel companies, technology providers, and educational institutes based  

upon current and future guest requirements. With global coverage which encompasses  

pertinent topics and key areas of investment focus, this survey sponsored by Shiji  

represents one of the largest respondent samples in the industry.

The survey included over 540 respondents from around the globe, with over 60% of  

respondents having ten or more years of active experience in the hospitality industry.  

The majority of participants (58%) are hoteliers or represent hoteliers, while 17.86%  

represent suppliers. Of the respondents, 36.11% were from North America, 24.63% were 

from Europe, 23.89% were from Asia, 9.26% were from the Middle East & Africa,  

3.33% were from the Caribbean & Central America, and 2.78% were from South America.  

36.11%
North America

Carribbean   
Central America

3.33%

2.78%
South  

America

23.89%
Asia

9.26%
Middle East 

Africa

Europe
24.63%
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CEO CFO CMO Owner I Don’t Know Other

23.92% 1.18% 7.06%

20.78% 17.65%

29.41%

Insights revealed through the feedback from respondents include the following highlights.
 
 
IT Budgets on the Rise

It’s no surprise that IT spend increases year to year, as technology options continue to 

evolve at rapid rates. According to the study, the majority of respondents (43.14%) indicate 

their budgets are on the rise for 2020, and 21.57% are working with the same IT budget  

as last year. Only a small percentage, 4.31, are seeing a decrease. What is shocking is  

the number of respondents that have admitted they ‘don’t know’ if their IT budget has 

increased or decreased, which came in at 30.98%. Diving further into IT budgets, we found 

that 65% said IT budgets are awarded equal or greater importance when compared to 

other departments.

Looking into the IT organizational reporting structure, 23.92% of respondents indicated 

they report directly to the CEO, while 20.78% stated the CFO and 17.65% stated the owner.  

Interestingly, almost one third (29.41%) said they report to ‘Other’ with responses ranging 

from Director of Operations, General Manager, Director of Finance, and COO. 
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Q:    Compared to other departmental budgets, how would  
you rate executive management’s opinion of the  
importance of your IT budget?

Gives Less Value

I Don’t Know

16.08%

18.82%

Gives Equal value
34.12%

Gives More Value
30.98%



As our industry becomes increasingly influenced by emerging technology, this comes  

as no surprise. Guests around the globe and across generational groups are demanding 

an increasingly digital and tech-savvy experience, creating industry-wide momentum 

that shows no sign of slowing down. This budget increase is especially promising for 

vendors, who can presumably expect an uptick in the adoption of emerging technology and 

cutting-edge platforms.

When considering investments into specific product categories, an emphasis was placed 

on Guest Experience (46.63%) while Operations (34.20%), Technology Stack (25.91%), and  

Marketing (24.35%) followed closely behind. 
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Top-priority product considered for purchase

Self Check-In Private Cloud

Mobile Key Guest Experience

Guestroom TV Upgrade Operation

HR Software CRM

Distribution Apps & Tools Auto Check-In

Campaign Management

Guest Room Renovations

Panic Buttons

Business Intelligence

Technology Stack

Revenue ManagementBack Office

EMV Chip Enables Machines

Guest Intelligence

Products Listed:
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“ Guests around  
the globe and  
across generational 
groups are  
demanding  
an increasingly  
digital and  
tech-savvy  
experience...”
- Henri Roelings
    Hospitality Net

https://www.linkedin.com/in/henriroelings/
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/list/1-10/viewpoints.html


Replacement Intentions

Technology Stack

Staff Management & HR

Back Office

MICE Management

Restaurant & Spa

Guest Experience

Marketing

Distribution

Operations

Other

24.50%

19.87%

27.15%

5.96%

17.22%

22.52%

15.89%

13.25%

31.79%

15.23%

In addition, when asked what products they intend to replace this year, 31.79% cited  

Operations, and 27.15% cited Back Office. When asked if APIs are expected to gain greater 

traction versus standards organizations such as HTNG or OTA, 78.51% of hoteliers said  

yes, while 65.82% of suppliers said yes. Currently, the average number of connectivity 

and interfacing enabled via APIs sits at 49, according to respondent data. From a vendor  

perspective, 67.09% indicated that they currently have an API available for their solution.
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Legacy PMS

App for Hotel Guests

Room IT Facilities

Point of Sales Tech

Financials ERP Quality Management

WIFI

Operations Online Booking Engine

Back Office

MICE Management Web Presence & Direct Bookings

CRS

F&B

Technology Stack

Business Analytics

Audio Visual

Products Listed:

Top-priority product considered to be replaced
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IT Resources and Continued Innovation

Another topic of consideration within the survey was access to IT resources Are hoteliers 

concerned about access to the talent they need to achieve current IT goals while  

innovating and enhancing guest service? 26.45% are ‘somewhat concerned’ while 24.79% 

are ‘very concerned. Suppliers, on the other hand, have a different take with 22.87%  

saying they are concerned and more than twice as many ‘somewhat concerned’ (57.85%). 

Only 25.32% cited they are ‘not concerned.’

Somewhat Concerned

Very Concerned

Not Concerned

Concerned

27.85%25.32%

22.78%

13.92%

8.86%

Extremely Concerned

No Opinion

Q:     Are you concerned about access to the talent you need  
to achieve your current IT goals and ability to innovate  
to enhance guest service?
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Further, when asked if their organization allocates budget for IT projects which are purely 

serving innovation or research without any immediate expectations in ROI or guest  

experience, 61.98% said no. When answering this same question, however, 73.42% of 

suppliers said yes.

This, in turn, raises the question: How can industry leaders continue on the path to innovation, 

without budget allocations that reflect that goal? Moreover, how can vendors continue  

to push the envelope, if hoteliers are too consumed by the promise of ROI to consider the 

importance of innovation in equal measure?

We also have to consider whether or not vendors view the consolidation of hotel  

companies/brands as a threat or opportunity in their business. Interestingly, the results 

were somewhat split, with 59.30% saying no, and 40.70% saying yes.

Q:     Does your organization allocate budget for IT projects  
which are purely serving innovation or research  
without any immediate expectations in ROI or increased  
guest experience?

Hoteliers Suppliers

38.02% 73.42%61.98% 26.58%
YES YESNO NO
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Growth Projections

Growth projections across our industry appear to be alive and well, with 55.81% of  

respondents saying they are ‘very confident’ in their revenue growth potential within  

the hospitality industry over the next 12 months.

Neutral

Confident

Very Confident

10.47%

33.72%

55.81%

Q:     Is your company confident of its revenue growth  
potential within the hospitality industry over the  
next 12 months?
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Q:    Where is your company active?

9.30%
Caribbean  
Cental America

8.14%
Middle East
Africa

29.07%
North America

13.95%
Europe

10.47%
Asia

60.47%
Global

9.30%
South America
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Guest Experience

Delving into the subject of the guest experience, respondents were asked to name the 

top technology-enabled features (maximum of 3) they will always use when staying at 

a hotel. Wi-Fi (80.51%), climate control (43.75%), and USB plugs (33.82%) were the most 

popular choices for this segment. 
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Q:     Which are the top technology-enabled features you will 
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When asked to detail the one technology that causes the most frustration when booking 

or staying at a hotel, respondents named slow booking process, poor Wi-Fi connection, 

non-functioning door-lock key cards, and repeating details at check-in.

Mobile Apps Digital Payment

IT Connectivity in Guestroom Hotel Websites

Climate Controls USB Plugs

Other Technologies Listed
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Conclusion

When it comes to technology investment and priorities the year ahead, budgets are on  

the rise and stable — thanks primarily to organizations ranking technology to drive guest  

personalization and experiences as a top priority. It’s all part of an effort to meet their  

primary goal for the new year: attract more guests and keep them coming back.

As far as the differences between technology providers and hoteliers, the majority of  

perspectives and goals are in alignment. And with recent innovations and open APIs, both 

suppliers and hotels are prepared to keep the momentum going.

By focusing more on hotel technology as something integral to delivering frictionless  

and memorable guest stays instead of just a backend system that’s behind the scenes, 

companies will quickly gain the true value of hospitality technology and its potential.

Hoteliers
Perspectives 

+
Goals

Suppliers
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Academic Reflections on the  
HN Sentiment Survey 
 

With answers from around the globe, the Hospitality Technology Sentiment Survey  

results made for some interesting insights. A lot of the answers were to be expected  

and confirm what is regularly discussed at industry events and written in articles.  

Big picture analysis shows that our industry knows that it lacks in technology, and  

it also shows some great promise with streaming, voice recognition, AI, and BI,  

as well as with the adoption of cloud services. I feel that as an industry, we should be  

talking more about cloud services and SaaS. This technology is a perfect fit for hospitality,  

at the same time giving infrastructure availability that we cannot always give on property. 

Responses regarding to whom the IT department reports were distributed fairly  

evenly across the board, with respondents stating the CEO (12%), CFO (10%),  

owner of the property (9%), general manager/themselves (12%), seemingly because  

they representan independent hotel, and funny enough, one person stated  

housekeeping. The importance of technology cannot and should not be underestimated 

today. The ideal response to “who does IT report to?”  is to the CEO 100% of the time.  

In 2019, this should be non-negotiable.

When it came to the question of what technology they were looking to replace,  

responses were fragmented. However, guest experience systems were mentioned  

the most often. When asked what systems they were considering buying, the answers  

again were dispersed, as there were over 80 different categories from which to choose. 

However, marketing technology and Wi-Fi were strongly mentioned. The largest  

proportion of respondents selected operational technology as the technology they  

were looking to replace. It is interesting to see that we are still talking about and  

investing in Wi-Fi. This has been, but should not have been, a talking point for far too 

long in hospitality. In the future, this conversation could potentially end, or at least,  

the discussion will change when 5G becomes ubiquitous.

By Ian Millar, Manager of Institute of Business Creativity & Senior Lecturer at EHL



“I feel that as  
an industry, we  

should be talking  
more about  

cloud services  
and SaaS.  

This technology  
is a perfect fit  

      for hospitality...”
- Ian Millar

https://www.hospitalitynet.org/author/148001977.html
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When it comes to a system respondents wish to be replaced, PMS, and related  

technologies, as well as Wi-Fi and POS, were selected most notably. It appears that  

the majority of hoteliers are being impacted by outdated technology, with legacy  

systems getting a few mentions as well. I would suggest these two are one and the  

same. Therefore, conversations and education on the replacement and life cycles  

of technology need to be addressed in the industry. 

Moving on, cloud-based technology and the lack of integration, as well as worryingly  

poor customer service/support, were also common themes with the respondents.  

Integration issues, especially their cost, are a major concern. Whenever I speak with new 

companies transitioning into hospitality, the number one item I emphasize is that great 

customer support will take them a long way. Hoteliers have, for far too long, paid a lot of 

money for very poor customer service, with some providers being guiltier than others.  

Support should be a local activity and not a centralized one. Only companies that provide 

their technology as 100% SaaS can provide remote support. When I hear from hotels  

that have had mission-critical systems down for days and their providers cannot help 

them, I am astonished that this is still happening in 2019.

The survey also addressed the issue of talent in IT departments. Only 5% of respondents 

were not concerned, while 5% of respondents stated they were very concerned.  

These numbers varied, with independent hotels showing more concern. Attracting talent  

to hospitality has always been difficult, even at the best of times. When it comes to the  

current state of acquiring talented individuals in IT departments, it is even worse. 

It is interesting that an industry that has always prided itself on the human aspect of  

connection, with the mantra “we are a people business,” is incorporating self-service  

options (no staff), voice recognition technology (AI with no human interaction) and  

streaming content, as its missing technologies.

It will be interesting to run this survey again one year to see what, if anything, has changed.
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Moving the Needle for Hospitality Technology  
Takes Innovation, Agility, and Alignment 

The success of the hospitality industry has always been rooted in the provision of service  

and the continued cultivation of relationships. While the rapid advancement of mobile  

and cloud-based technologies are enhancing the ways hoteliers can interact with travelers,  

the underlying goal remains the same: to create an exceptional guest experience. 

The most successful relationships are always based on communication and mutual  

understanding. At Shiji, we believe it is always important to look, listen, and learn–not  

only to your guests, but also to your partners, competitors, and the industry at large. 

That is why we welcomed the opportunity to sponsor the HospitalityNet Sentiment Survey  

as a way to inspire communication, awareness and collaboration across the hospitality  

industry. The results of this study were revealing: Hoteliers across all segments believed 

that innovation, agility, and technological alignment were all critical elements of their  

competitive success. More specifically, the responses revealed three significant trends: 

 
Technological Advancement is Driving Enhancements to the  
Guest Experience 

Today, technology drives or supports nearly every touchpoint in the guest journey.  

Technology is playing a pivotal role in personalizing the guest experience, connecting 

hotels and restaurants with their guests, and allowing guests to more seamlessly  

connect with each other. Ultimately, if a hospitality company wants to be guest-centric, 

it has to embrace the change that comes with technological transformation. 

By Kevin King, Chief Operating Officer of Shiji
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Many hotels used to be tied to legacy systems which made it difficult for them to upgrade  

or scale the use of technology solutions in their businesses.  Fortunately, we are now  

witnessing an industry-wide shift in favor of emerging cloud-based technology. The results 

of the Sentiment Survey reflect this progression.  When asked how their executive  

management rates the importance of IT budgets, over two-thirds of the hoteliers surveyed 

said that management valued IT more (30.98%) or about the same (34.12%) compared  

to other departments. This sentiment is mirrored in their actual IT budgets:  With the 

majority of hoteliers indicating that their IT budgets have either increased (43.14%) or have 

remained the same (21.57%) since last year.

Ultimately, this shift in investment priorities will drastically increase the amount of  

data available during the guest journey–from booking, to arrival, to in-stay and post-stay.   

No longer will hoteliers make broad predictions based on simple customer variables  

such as occupancy, average room rate, etc. Soon they will be able to connect with guests  

in real time, based on robust data that is actionable now. In this way, technology will  

enhance every aspect of hotel operations, from staff productivity, to revenue, to the guest  

experience itself.
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Let Guests Use Their Technology to Shape Their Unique Journey

Still, it is important to emphasize that technological change must not take place in a vacuum.  

Technological investments must arise naturally from the unique needs of your business, and 

should improve some actual part of the guest journey. 

Modern travelers expect convenience, personalization and  
“anytime, anywhere” service on the mobile device of their  
choosing. And it’s their journey that should dictate your strategy. 

Today’s guests, especially Millennials, place a high value on self-service: They don’t want to 

have to wait in line, or talk to people to address mundane, administrative issues that could 

be handled automatically. They want to be able to use their technology to control their 

unique journey.

This shift towards self-service is reflected in The Sentiment Survey. 

Technological investments this year will focus largely on guest experience platforms,  

operational management, and technology stacks. Guest experience platforms include  

applications which allow for mobile check-in, self-service, and enhanced personalization  

and convenience. Operational platforms and technology stacks, on the other hand,  

will help hoteliers to streamline their day-to-day operations and enhance staff productivity 

which, in turn, also contributes favorably to the guest experience.

With slow booking processes, traditional room keys, antiqued front desk procedures and  

a lack of in-room control systems being cited as common hospitality grievances, it comes as 

no surprise that The Sentiment Survey cites smart room controls, self-check-in, IoT, voice- 

activated assistants, and mobile keys as promising technological investments moving forward.
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No More Walled Gardens: The Rise of Open API’s

A major issue facing the personalization of the guest journey is the fragmentation of customer 

data. In many ways, personalization is a function of data and platform connectivity: Technology 

platforms need to be able to “track” the guest through different devices, locations, and moments 

in the guest journey to tailor themselves to the guests’ needs. But none of this can happen when 

customer data is siloed in different technology systems. 

This is why it is critical for technology providers to embrace Open APIs. Not only can Open APIs 

help hotels scale and integrate with third party platforms, but they can facilitate the level of  

data exchange needed to personalize the guest journey. API’s connect the various hospitality  

software, applications, and programs to optimize operations across every guest touchpoint. 

According to the survey, an overwhelming 78.51% of respondents answered “yes” when asked 

whether open API’s are expected to gain greater traction versus standard bodies such as HTNG  

or OTA. This sentiment acknowledges the need for different systems from different vendors to  

connect seamlessly and intuitively to provide hoteliers with the comprehensive data needed to 

enhance the modern guest experience. 

Working Together for the Greater Good

An old proverb says, “To go fast, go alone. To go far, go together.” 

The relationship between technology providers must never be about strict zero-sum competition.  

Competition exists, of course, but all providers should be working to develop a series of open 

platform systems so that hospitality companies can craft the solutions that work for their guests. 

Nobody wins when technological solutions are hoarded in separated walled gardens. 

The hospitality industry is currently experiencing a revolutionary transformation, and we all play 

a critical role in this exhilarating journey. Propelled by consumer trends, emerging technologies, 

and the explosion of mobile devices and cloud-based applications, now is the time for leaders  

to work together to develop the next-generation of solutions for the hospitality industry. 
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CONNECTING 
THE GLOBAL 
BUSINESS OF 
HOSPITALITY

www. shijigroup.com

• Digital Guest Experiences

• Enhanced Operational Efficiency

• Global Payments and Distribution

• Mobility for guest and staff

• Insights and Actionable Data

• And always with open APIs.

 Let’s get connected.

https://www.shijigroup.com
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https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/EaHyMoRzhDY.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/r7ghdMwxsNY.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/TBot4HK7tkg.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/hTai0xkBv4o.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/MoLso-Vd1YU.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/4L09FBo0Mdw.html
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https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/8o6oeqkhAoo.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/jLWeeq_8zpY.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/qGAOI_JERX8.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/BpQEy65itq4.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/13q7AFuPckE.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/Jq5tvLrzfwA.html
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https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/hISh6UUES1w.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/OcFv5kTAYS4.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/TfH6UXvbEtM.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/OuLeEnYZfOw.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/RfQllROiBMY.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/video/Yz53J9FkHOY.html
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Co-producers of Sentiment Survey: 

Hospitality Net (HN)

Hospitality Net, powered by Hsyndicate, is the #1 ranked website for the global  

hospitality community. Recognized as the most influential industry trade publication,  

Hospitality Net attracts the largest number of unique visitors, page views and targeted  

subscribers through its unparalleled network of sites and partners. Since its inception  

in 1999, Hospitality Net has been regarded as the most trusted source for industry  

leaders and experts to connect, share, and learn. Content is distributed to a network  

of partner sites and associations including HFTP, HSMAI, and HITEC, and supports all  

facets of the business including opinion articles, press releases, appointments, events,  

job openings, webinars, reports, sponsored content, and digital advertising. Hospitality Net 

has the most innovative publishing and distribution technology, as well as robust  

reporting capabilities to ensure clients can maximize their marketing ROI and measure 

their success.    |    www.hospitalitynet.org 
 
 
Hospitality Financial and Technology  
Professionals (HFTP Foundation) 

HFTP is the professional nonprofit association for financial and IT personnel working  

in hotels, resorts, clubs, casinos, restaurants, and other hospitality-related businesses.  

The association provides continuing education and networking opportunities thousands  

of members and stakeholders globally. HFTP also administers the examination and awards  

the certification for the Certified Hospitality Accountant Executive (CHAE) and the  

Certified Hospitality Technology Professional (CHTP) designations. HFTP was founded in  

1952 as the National Association of Hospitality Accountants. HFTP owns and produces  

several global products including the Hospitality Industry Technology Exposition and  

Conference, HITEC, Pineapplesearch.com, HFTP Club Summit, HFTP Club Forum, and the  

Uniform System of Accounting for the Lodging Industry (USALI). HFTP has offices in Austin,  

Texas, USA, Hong Kong, SAR, and Dubai, U.A.E.    |    www.hftp.org

http://www.hospitalitynet.org
http://www.hftp.org
http://www.hospitalitynet.org
http://www.hftp.org
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Main Sponsor of Sentiment Survey:

Shiji Group

Shiji Group provides software solutions and services for the hospitality, food service,  

retail and entertainment industries, ranging from hotel management solutions to food  

and beverage and retail systems, payment gateways, data management, online  

distribution and more.

Founded in 1998 as a network solutions provider for hotels, Shiji Group today comprises  

4,000 employees in 80+ subsidiaries and brands, serving over 60,000 hotels, 200,000  

restaurants, and 600,000 retail outlets.

Shiji develops a network of cloud technology platforms that facilitate data exchange by  

connecting businesses vertically and horizontally across related industries. The importance  

of cross-industry integration to connect all levels of the supply chain, from guests to 

distributors and suppliers of all types is a critical part of our mission. Our goal is to  

facilitate the transition to fully integrated systems for our clients through a network of  

platforms that communicate securely and easily so our clients can focus on their core  

competencies of serving their guests.   |    www.shijigroup.com 

Shiji sponsored the 2019 Hospitality Technology Sentiment Survey to help the hospitality 

industry gain new insight into emerging technology, market trends, and ultimately,  

customer needs. This Survey will help hoteliers and vendors understand the industry’s key 

technology priorities based on today’s guest requirements. 

Shiji Group has been a driving force in hospitality technology for over two decades. During 

that time, Shiji has developed and curated a comprehensive ecosystem of world-class 

technological solutions that empower hoteliers to better connect with their guests.  From 

investing in emerging startups, to helping innovators scale cutting-edge solutions, Shiji’s is 

actively committed to pushing the boundaries of what’s possible in technology. 

Shiji and the 2019 Hospitality Technology  
Sentiment Survey
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https://www.shijigroup.com
http://www.shijigroup.com
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/sentimentsurvey.html
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Academic & Analysis Partner  
of Sentiment Survey: 

EHL Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne 

EHL Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne is an ambassador for traditional Swiss hospitality  

and has been a pioneer in hospitality education since 1893 with over 25,000  

alumni worldwide and over 120 nationalities. EHL is the world’s first hospitality  

management school that provides undergraduate and graduate programs at its  

campuses in Lausanne and Chur-Passugg, as well as online learning solutions.  

The School is ranked n°1 by QS World University Rankings by subject and CEOWorld  

Magazine, and its gastronomic restaurant is the world’s only educational establishment  

to hold a Michelin Star.   |   www.ehl.edu

Content & Analysis Partner  
of Sentiment Survey: 

Puzzle Partner

Puzzle Partner is the most trusted PR and marketing agency focused exclusively on  

complex B2B initiatives for the travel and hospitality technology industry. We are experts  

at combining strategy and tactical execution in a way that doesn’t just maximize a  

company’s potential; it redefines it. By delivering influential content, marketing services, 

and public relations rooted in the skills of our team and tested through real-world  

experience, we help our clients gain visibility, raise their profile and ultimately increase 

their sales revenues.   |   www.puzzlepartner.co
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http://www.ehl.edu
http://www.ehl.edu
https://www.puzzlepartner.co
http://www.puzzlepartner.co


About HFTP’s HITEC® 

Hospitality Industry Technology Exposition & Conference (HITEC®) is the world’s largest  

and oldest hospitality technology exposition and conference brand. HITEC offers a unique 

combination of top-notch education, and brings together the brightest minds and  

hottest technologies from across the globe to one place. The unparalleled event offers  

attendees essential education, access to top hospitality technology industry experts and 

the resources to serve companies’ technology strategies.

HITEC Dubai
November 12-13, 2019 
Festival Arena in Festival City Dubai in Dubai, UAE

HITEC Europe
April 21-23, 2020 
Palau de Congressos in Palma, Mallorca, Spain

HITEC San Antonio 
June 15-18, 2020 
Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center in San Antonio, Texas USA.

Survey Methodology 

This report is based on the findings of a sentiment survey which polled 540 global  

participants between June 2018 and August 2019. Half of the responses were gathered  

by ìn-person interviews of industry professionals during HITEC Minneapolis, the world’s 

largest hospitality technology conference, which took place on June 17-20 2019.  

Additional responses were gathered by polling industry professionals via targeted email 

campaigns among members of global and regional technology associations in the  

hospitality field.  Procedures for the survey results were designed to protect respondent 

privacy by allowing for anonymous and voluntary participation.
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https://www.hftp.org/hitec/
https://www.hftp.org/hitec/
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